Digital Transformation and SAP Modernization Are Intertwined

- 41% of SAP customers have embarked on the challenging journey toward modernizing their SAP landscapes.
- Many SAP customers have embarked on the challenging journey toward modernizing their SAP landscapes.
- SAP is Driving Customers to Perform Multiple Migrations
  - SAP Migrations: Beneficial but Complex
  - SAP HANA also requires new, SAP-certified hardware.
  - The lifecycle of on-premise hardware is 5 years, so time is running out for one more hardware lifecycle with non-HANA databases before 2027.

SAP transformations offer opportunities to:

- Yet migrations can be:
- SAP transformations offer opportunities to:
- Yet migrations can be:
  - High-risk since it is irreversible
  - Lacking in:
  - Don't Go It Alone

The biggest challenges to SAP migrations include:

- Migration to the Cloud Is What SAP Wants Customers to Do Next
  - Don’t Go It Alone on SAP Migrations
    - Businesses should seek support from vendors, providers, consultants and/or system integrators to:
      - Support staff with the right skill sets
      - Migration tools

Run SAP Business Suite on another database
Run SAP Business Suite on SAP HANA
Run SAP S/4HANA

Migration to SAP HANA is well under way – a shift to be completed by 2027.

Complete the actual migration to SAP HANA, SAP S/4HANA, and/or the cloud

This requires a dedicated team of experts, including vendors.
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